Carrying UTD-owned Technology

Electronic devices, software, and technology are subject to export controls. If you will be traveling outside of the US with a UTD-owned laptop, encryption product, or software, you must file the UTD Export License Exception TMP Form to document that your items qualify for this exception. This exception does not apply to items, technology, data, or software regulated by the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR).

The TMP Form is available at www.utdallas.edu/research/orc/export-control/forms-and-resources and as part of the International Travel Approval packet.

An export license may be required if federal regulations control access to the item you are carrying or the country to which you are traveling. A license may also be required if you are providing a defense service to a foreign person, even if the exchange is based on information in the public domain.

Please contact the Office of Research Compliance for more information on the TMP Form and licensing. For more information on international travel, please also visit the International Center Risk and Safety Office (ICRSO).

Protecting Your Research Data

Researchers traveling outside of the US should also be aware that any research data stored in UTD-owned devices they are carrying with them are subject to export controls. US Customs officials are authorized to search or retain electronic devices, including laptops, digital cameras, smart phones, media players, and disk drives, to look for violations of export control regulations. To prepare for this possibility, please consider these precautions:

- Don’t carry data you don’t want others to see, including medical records, data from your research, financial information, photos, etc.
- Don’t carry the only copy of data you can’t afford to lose.
- Have a “Plan B” if there is data you will need when you reach your destination.
- Consider taking a clean device equipped with recognizable software and minimal data.

Researchers can freely travel with the results of fundamental research conducted at UTD, information in the public domain, and information released in educational materials used in courses at UTD.

Researchers can travel freely with the following results considered as fundamental research:

- Basic and applied research in science and engineering;
- Published results for defense items on the US Munitions List;
- Published or publishable results for commercial (dual use) items on the Commerce Control List; and,
- Summary information for defense articles on the US Munitions List:
  - General system descriptions and principles taught in university courses;
  - Technical information in certain “top-level” categories.

Researchers can travel freely with data considered in the public domain because it is available in one or more of the following ways:

- available through sale at newsstands and bookstores;
on a website; through subscriptions that are available without restriction to any individual who desires to obtain or purchase the published information;

• at libraries open to the public or from which the public can obtain documents;

• through patents available at any patent office;

• through unlimited distribution at a conference meeting seminar, trade show, or exhibition generally accessible to the public in the United States; and

Exchanging Technical Information

Export control regulations affect what information researchers can present when traveling to international conferences or to meetings. Researchers can freely present the results of **fundamental research** conducted at UTD, information in the **public domain**, and information released in educational materials used in courses at UTD (see “Protecting Your Research Data” for more information on these categories).

Researchers **cannot present** detailed unpublished information regarding **defense articles** that are found on the US Munitions List to foreign nationals or a foreign entity. The ITAR prohibits the furnishing of assistance, including training, related to a **defense article** to a foreign person.

The ITAR requires an exporter obtain an **export license** before sharing with a foreign national or foreign entity certain unpublished, detailed technical and scientific data:

- “how-to” design, manufacture, and test;
- design, manufacture, test methodology, or philosophy;
- technical trade-off methodology or detailed alternatives;
- detailed test data or test procedures;
- detailed description of integration and test plans; or,
- detailed schematic diagrams or interface information, as well as manufacturing or assembly processes and analytical methods of procedures.

Defense Services

The “defense services” provision of the ITAR controls the interaction between U.S. and foreign persons of any information that is required for the design, development, production, manufacture, assembly, operation, repair, testing, maintenance, or modification of defense articles such as spacecraft. While it does not include information concerning general scientific, mathematical, or engineering principles, defense services can be based entirely on exchanges of information in the **public domain**.

Embargoed or Sanctioned Countries

Export control law regulates University business or activity with foreign persons and entities from certain countries under embargo or sanction by the US government. In these cases export control regulations may require a license or prohibit a transaction entirely, depending on the country and the nature of the export. You can view more information on embargoed and sanctioned countries in this document.

For specific country advisories, please also visit the International Center Risk and Safety Office (ICRSO).

Please contact the Export Controls Officer at 972-883-4579 or sanaz.okhovat@utdallas.edu if you have any questions.